NCS GLOSSY INDEX 1950 Original
A high-end glossy fan deck based on NCS, with an easy, practical and intuitive overview of the
entire range of 1,950 NCS Original colours, each with a unique glossy finish - including the 200
new light colours introduced in 2004. The colours in the NCS Glossy Index are divided into five
different groups: grey, yellow (G80Y-Y70R), red (Y80R-R70B), blue (R80B-B70G) and green
(B80G-G70Y). With NCS Glossy the user can illustrate demands more clearly when working with
glossed colours and surfaces, control the use and selection of colour more effectively and
communicate their requirements better. Used separately, or in conjunction with the semi-matt NCS
colour samples, NCS Glossy opens up a whole new level of colour understanding.

Specifications:
Colours:
No. of pages:
Gloss value:
Quality:

1 950 stripe coated standard NCS colours. 55 of the colours are repeated
216 pages
~88 units in 60° measurement angle
The NCS Index, which has been screen printed with a glossy lacquer, is produced and controlled by
NCS Quality Centre according to NCS Quality Level 2. Based on NCS Edition 2 Quality Management,
in compliance with our ISO 9001 certificate
Mix/Matching:
Target E(CMC 1:1) <0.3
Final production: To be updated
Size:
Fan deck in size 50 x 295 mm with rounded corners
Stripes:
Up to 10 colour stripes on each page
Stripe size:
20 x 50 mm or 26 x 50 mm for 32 of the tinted white/light colours
Paper:
200 gsm Sappi Profi Gloss
Print:
NCS colour notations and Glossy indication printed beneath the colour stripes in 1 colour (1+0)
Covers:
Cover in white gloss finished material. The back of the cover has a rounded shape
and there is a fastening at the top holding the pages into the cover when not in use
Text pages:
Available in English, German and Swedish as well as regular NCS Index text pages in one language* included
A set of 6 reference pages in the back with a table of contents
Hole:
Collected, drilled hole with black metal screw
Weight:
0.9 kilo
Volume (HxWxL): 55 mm x 75 mm x 300 mm
*) A set of text pages consists of 8 pages, explaining the NCS system. Languages available: English, French, German,
Italian, Spanish, Flemish, Portuguese, Polish, Greek, Norwegian, Danish, Swedish, Arabic, Chinese or Russian.

More information?
Please contact the NCS Head Office (e-mail: info@ncscolour.com) or your local
NCS Colour Centre, see the NCS homepage for details: www.ncscolour.com
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